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Figure 1: We present a tangible multi-display toolkit to inform the design of AV-pedestrian interfaces. The toolkit contains
a) computer simulations across multiple displays to capture diferent viewing angles, b) tangible objects to interact with the
simulated environment and to simulate the interface’s behaviour through an integrated LED display, and c) a confguration
app allowing participants to change the interface’s behaviour in real-time.

ABSTRACT
The advent of cyber-physical systems, such as robots and autonomous
vehicles (AVs), brings new opportunities and challenges for the
domain of interaction design. Though there is consensus about
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the value of human-centred development, there is a lack of documented tailored methods and tools for involving multiple stakeholders in design exploration processes. In this paper we present a
novel approach using a tangible multi-display toolkit. Orchestrating
computer-generated imagery across multiple displays, the toolkit
enables multiple viewing angles and perspectives to be captured
simultaneously (e.g. top-view, frst-person pedestrian view). Participants are able to directly interact with the simulated environment
through tangible objects. At the same time, the objects physically
simulate the interface’s behaviour (e.g. through an integrated LED
display). We evaluated the toolkit in design sessions with experts to
collect feedback and input on the design of an AV-pedestrian interface. The paper reports on how the combination of tangible objects
and multiple displays supports collaborative design explorations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The rapid development in computing, sensing and network technologies has enabled the creation of systems, where digital and
physical processes are increasingly intertwined and automated,
able to communicate with each other, and interactions are highly
context dependent [14]. This is the realm of cyber-physical systems
and environments [13] ranging from applications in the domestic
context [7], or at a larger scale, in the smart city. Here, we can see
now an increasing deployment of mobile service robots and the
advent of autonomous vehicles (AVs) in the near future [28]. The
emergence of such highly automated cyber-physical systems also
brings new opportunities and challenges to the domain of interaction design [35]. For example, autonomous driving will enable a
multitude of non-driving-related activities and interactions with devices, services and other passengers, that are still yet to be defned
[36, 43]. Further, with the rise of automation and system agency,
there is a pressing need for intuitive human-machine communication to keep the user in the loop [22]. In the context of AVs, research
has for example investigated the use of in-vehicle user interfaces to
inform passengers about the system’s intent [41]; further, there is
an increasing stream of research focusing on communication with
other road users [29, 33, 34], which at the same time also underlines the complexity of the design context as a wide range of “user”
perspectives needs to be considered [2].
As a result, researchers have advocated that new methods and
tools are required for designing future interactions with cyberphysical systems [30, 35, 45]. Such methods and tools should aid
designers to manifest early visions in the form of (semi-)functional
prototypes [42], which in turn can ease the involvement of stakeholders during the design process [47, 48]. Participatory and collaborative approaches are in particular relevant in the AV context,
as the systems will operate in real-world urban environments with
far-reaching implications on humans. This requires the viewpoints
and expertise of various stakeholders, including engineers, urban
planners and citizen. However, to date the availability and systematic documentation of collaborative approaches and purpose-built
tools remains rare. Traditional methods and tools, such as paper
prototypes and 3D mock-ups for scale scenarios [35], have limitations when it comes to representing cyber-physical systems and
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environments that blend digital and physical user interfaces. Further, the ability to simulate the dynamic and complex nature of
situations and interactions that occur between people, system and
environment is limited. In recent years, immersive virtual reality
(VR) has been successfully used for the risk-free and contextualised
evaluation of interactions with AVs [12, 32, 33, 44]. However, the
complexity of building VR environments is not well-suited to support early design explorations and the individualised experience
of VR limits the value of this approach for collaborative design
explorations.
To address this gap, we developed a toolkit approach that uses
a combination of commercially available tablets and custom-built
tangible objects (see Fig. 1). The study was embedded in a larger research project involving a real ride-sharing AV with a low-resolution
lighting display to communicate the AV’s intent and awareness to
nearby pedestrians and prospective users (in our case, riders). In
this paper, we report on the use of the toolkit to evaluate a series
of AV-pedestrian interface designs through design sessions with
experts. Comparing data from sessions involving the toolkit with
sessions carried out with a simple frst-person simulation view, we
discuss the value of the tangible multi-display toolkit for a) understanding the context, b) facilitating communication, followed
by a report on the usability of our proposed toolkit. We further
refect on the toolkit approach and its broader value for evaluating
cyber-physical systems and their interfaces. The contributions of
the paper are: First, a generalisable toolkit approach for engaging
experts in collaboratively evaluating early interface designs for
AVs and other cyber-physical systems. Second, insights on how
the combination of tangible objects and multiple displays supports
collaborative design exploration. Third, a reproducible description
of the toolkit and its setup along with the software components
and 3D models of the tangibles used in our study.

2

RELATED WORK

This paper builds on and contributes to two areas of related work:
Through the case study that provided the context for the toolkit
development and evaluation, we contribute to AV-pedestrian interfaces; through the toolkit itself we contribute to the larger feld of
prototyping and design tools. Below we highlight relevant previous
work that served as a foundation for our study across those two
areas.

2.1

AV-Pedestrian Interfaces

In recent years, researchers have stressed that building trust in
autonomous vehicles is one of the key challenge to ensure that
this technology will successfully be deployed on the roads and
fnds wide acceptance in society [25]. Therefore, amongst others
AVs need to communicate their status, intent and awareness, not
only to people inside the car, but also to other road users in the
urban environment, such as pedestrians [34]. As a consequence,
researchers have investigated the use of a wide range of external
human-machine interfaces (eHMI) [8] including projection-based
solutions [33], or displays attached to various positions of the vehicle [11] and supporting various communication modalities (e.g. light
band eHMIs for abstract representations [10], or higher resolution
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displays for text and symbols [19]). Most of these interfaces have
been validated through experimental studies in VR with potential
users [44]. Further, a systematic review on eHMIs has emphasised
that a majority of these studies are limited to one specifc trafc
scenario, mostly focusing on an uncontrolled zebra crossing scenario [9]. This opens up questions how to design and evaluate a
more comprehensive set of communicative means, which are consistent within a wide range of scenarios and taking into account
the various contexts, in which AVs will be operating in (e.g. streets,
shared spaces).

2.2

Prototyping and Design Tools

The creation of prototypes – ranging from simple paper representations [47] to fully functional mock-ups [42] – is an integral part
of the interaction design process [6]. During a product development cycle, prototypes can fulfl various purposes for the design
team: Often prototypes are being used to test and evaluate certain aspects of a design before moving on to the next development
stage. Lim et al. highlight the importance of understanding prototypes as flters to manifest diferent qualities of the envisioned
product through the careful selection of prototyping materials and
resolution [26]. Besides testing and evaluation, prototypes are also
being used in a more generative manner, for example, to foster
ideation processes and to facilitate communication among various
stakeholders, thereby considering prototypes as “tangible thinking
tools” [27, 40]. In this vein, Henderson et al. for example report
how they employed rapid modular prototypes to augment user
interviews in the context of a study on parking meters, leading to
richer discussions between users and design researchers [17].
As the creation of prototypes can be cumbersome and time consuming, the use of modular prototypes and making approaches
replicable and adaptable through prototyping toolkits is considered
as an important contribution in HCI [24]. In the automotive context, researchers for example published prototyping approaches and
toolkits for designing novel in-vehicle user interfaces [4, 5, 15, 23].
However, these toolkits are mainly focusing on the interface qualities themselves, rather then simulating interaction efects between
people, system and environment at large. However, in particular
in the context of AV-pedestrian interfaces an understanding of the
broader context is important [21]. Therefore, researchers have argued for the importance of context-based prototyping techniques,
which can simulate dynamic and complex situations occurring
around cyber-physical systems that are deployed in real-world (urban) environments [12]. Further, researchers have highlighted the
need for tools and techniques to make these situations more tangible [35] and inclusive for the involvement of a wide range of
stakeholders in early design exploration sessions [30].

3
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was conceptualised for a real-world AV, involving researchers from
robotic engineering, urban planning, social science and interaction
design.
Early on in the project we decided on a low-resolution (low-res)
lighting display due to the fexibility of LEDs, allowing them to
be integrated into various shapes while ofering high contrast and
hence better visibility. Low-res lighting displays have further been
used in previous HCI research studies to communicate information
through simple visual cues (i.e. colours, temporal change of visual
elements) which can be also perceived from a distance [18]. In our
project team meetings we discussed various design concepts for
diferent situations and scenarios, using video mock-ups created
in Adobe After Efects as early representations of the low-res display. We quickly realised the limited efcacy of this approach, as
we would need to render out new videos for every iteration, to
share them with the team. Further, we were confronted with the
issue that we would not be able to evaluate how the light patterns
would look like with the actual hardware before implementation,
which has been previously identifed as a challenge when designing
low-res lighting displays [46]. As a consequence, the interaction
design team developed an early concept for a prototyping toolkit
consisting of an Arduino, wrapped around a car paper prototype
with LEDs, which would be controlled by a confguration app running on an iPad to quickly adapt and program light patterns for
various situations (see Figure 2). The intention was to allow quicker
iterations and to enable the interaction design team to present design concepts during team meetings in a more tangible form and at
a higher fdelity level [26].
As we started developing this concept further, we also faced
an increasing number of questions and challenges regarding the
design of the light patterns. Even though there is an emerging body
of previous work to build on [1, 10, 29], most of that work provides
design recommendations for a particular situation and modality
(e.g. which colours to use for trafc negotiations with pedestrians
at intersections [10]). As we were developing light patterns for an

RESEARCH CONTEXT

The conceptualisation and development of the prototyping toolkit
presented in this paper is embedded within the context of a larger
research project on shared autonomous mobility. Specifcally, the
study for which we developed the toolkit focused on the design of
an AV-pedestrian interface, which would indicate to the rider which
car is picking them up while at the same time informing pedestrians about the AV’s status and intent. The AV-pedestrian interface

Figure 2: Early concept of the prototyping toolkit to evaluate
various light patterns.
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actual AV, we needed to cater for a more comprehensive range of
scenarios. Also falling back on general guidelines for ambient light
systems [16, 31] that are based on people’s existing associations and
therefore applicable to a wide range of systems and products, can
fall short in the more complex context of AVs. For example, previous
research has highlighted the confusion with a red light signal on a
moving vehicle, as it could either refer to the car’s internal state,
which would mean that the car is stopping/stationary, or implement
a trafc light metaphor, which would signal other road users to
stop [39]. In light of these considerations, we concluded that before
implementing the light patterns on the actual AV, we needed to
fnd a way to test the AV-interface with experts that could ofer
various perspectives and ensure that the fnal design would satisfy
the users’ expectations. In order to support collaborative design
explorations through our toolkit approach, we refned our initial
concept and deduced additional requirements, such as supporting
development and evaluation cycles, allowing for quick adaptations
of the interface elements, and incorporating a higher level of fdelity
so that also stakeholders outside the automotive community could
imagine and relate to the simulated environment.

4

TOOLKIT

In the following section we present the fnal design of our tangible
multi-display toolkit, which consists of three core components (see
Figure 3): a) 3D computer-generated simulations displayed on various tablets, b) tangible objects to control the simulation, and c) a
confguration app running on a tablet to control and adjust the design options. The toolkit was designed to be capable of representing
diferent environments and a series of scenarios within the environment. For example, one of our environments represented a shared
urban space. The scenarios within that environment included, for
example, the vehicle turning around a corner, approaching a pedestrian and coming to a halt.
The toolkit and its components where customised to support
prototyping the low-res AV-pedestrian interface for our real AV.
However, we expect that our toolkit approach can be used for
prototyping a wide range of AV-pedestrian interfaces [12] and
other types of cyber-physical systems (such as urban robots) more
broadly. In this section we present the diferent components and
their usage, followed by the implementation details. All software
components and the 3D models of the tangibles are available via
github1 to allow replication and further development by others.

4.1

Components and Usage

The 3D computer-generated simulation running on three portable
tablet devices provides the foundation for the interactive and animated scale scenario explorations. In our particular setup, we used
two Apple iPad Pro (12.9 inches) tablets placed next to each other
horizontally on a tabletop. These two tablets simulated an environment from the top-view perspective, with the environment
spanning across both tablets. An Apple iPad Air (10.5 inches) tablet
placed at the top end of the two top-view tablets and supported by
a cover stand displayed the same simulated environment from a
frst-person pedestrian view. We designed two diferent environments: a shared space environment with an AV driving on a public
1 http://ryanntt.com/tangible-multi-display-toolkit/
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plaza, for which the tablets were aligned on the long edges roughly
forming a square (see active confguration in Figure 3), and a street
environment, for which the tablets were rearranged and aligned
on the short edges.
For interaction with the simulated environment, we created two
tangibles that can be placed on the top-view tablets: A frst-person
view controller coming in a cylindrical shape with an engraved
arrow to indicate the viewing direction, and a car prototype with
an integrated low-res lighting display. Depending on how the frstperson view controller is placed on the top-view tablet, the camera
position and viewing angle of the frst-person pedestrian view,
which simulates a waiting rider, change accordingly in real time.
The car prototype can be placed on various predefned positions
(so-called scenario felds), which are highlighted through displayed
overlays on the top view. When the car prototype is placed on one of
those positions, a short animated sequence of this particular scene
(e.g. AV turning to the left) is displayed in a loop on the frst-person
view. The physical car prototype and the animated vehicle in the
simulation have the same shape to clearly indicate that the physical
prototype is a representation of the simulated vehicle. Both feature
a “U”-shaped low-res display with 21 single-controllable lights in
total.
Further, our toolkit comes with a confguration app for two main
purposes: First, to allow participants to select and adjust the low-res
light patterns during collaborative design explorations, and second, to support designers in developing light patterns and making
adjustments to the setup itself. To address both purposes, we designed a participant and designer view. The participant view shows
a list of the diferent scenario felds and various pre-confgured light
patterns which can be selected for a particular scenario (e.g. “light
band sweeping to the left” light pattern for the “AV turning left” scenario). In the list view of the confguration app, the currently active
scenario (determined by the position of the physical car prototype)
is highlighted. When selecting a light pattern from the list, the
animation is streamed to both the low-res display on the physical
and the simulated AV prototype. Further, each light pattern can
be modifed in terms of colours being used. For example, if a light
pattern is composed of two diferent colours, two colour felds are
visible and can be modifed via a colour picker pop-up. Further, in
the participant view, the overall brightness of the light patterns can
be controlled through a slider.
The designer view allows for more sophisticated options for confguring the toolkit. An important and unique feature of the toolkit
is that it enables designers to create and program new light patterns
directly within the confguration app in JavaScript. When adding a
new light pattern, a boilerplate code pops up, which can be modifed
to program a light pattern. Using predefned colour variables within
the code, these are subsequently automatically linked to the colour
felds that can be adapted in the main view via the colour picker.
Further, new scenario felds can be added and suitable light patterns
can be allocated to those, which will then be displayed in the main
view. Finally, there is an option to hide the specifc description of a
scene into a generic enumeration (e.g. “AV turning to the left” to
“Scene 1”). This is to serve the purpose that the toolkit can be used
in a setup where workshop participants have to guess the scenario
based on the displayed light patterns.
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TopView1
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low-res lighting interface

Car Tangible
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Arduino
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UDP (DMX Stream)

Figure 3: Overview of the various components of the toolkit and its usage (top), implementation details and network communication between the diferent components (bottom).

4.2

Implementation

The simulation component is implemented using the cross-platform
game engine Unity2 . Unity comes with a built-in feature to export
projects across mobile platforms (e.g. iOS, Android), which allowed
us to deploy the simulation app on the iPads. The diferent tablet
views are all implemented within the same project and exported
to a single app. This has been achieved through the Photon Unity
Networking (PUN)3 package, which supports the development of
multiplayer games. PUN synchronises all attributes of game objects
(i.e. their position, rotation and scale) within a scene across the
various players (e.g. in our case the diferent tablet views) in real
time. For each tablet view, we only had to assign a new camera to
a distinct game object. For the top views, to avoid any potential
confusion for participants, we set the simulated AV invisible, as in
our setup the model would be overlaid by the physical mock-up.
Both the shared space and street scenario have been designed using
a polygon styled city package downloaded from the Unity Asset
Store4 .
We modelled the tangibles in the 3D-modelling software Rhino5 ,
which were subsequently printed using white PLA material on an
Ultimaker 3 Extended6 . The AV model is composed of two parts
which can be stacked together in order to house the electronic components and to retain access for exchanging the battery. We left
slots in the AV model where we mounted three 7-pixel WS2812B
RGB LED strips7 . The LEDs are connected to a WeMos D1 Mini

2 https://unity.com/,

accessed August 2020

3 https://www.photonengine.com/en-us/Photon,

board8 which comes with an on-board wif module and can be programmed using the Arduino development environment. The board
and the LEDs were powered by a 9V block battery. To recognise
the tangibles when placed on the tablet, we inserted three touch
pen tips that we extracted from low-cost capacitive pens9 . Aligning
the touch pen pins spanning an irregular triangle and ensuring
diferent spacing between the tips for the two tangibles facilitates
identifcation of the objects and determining their position through
a touch recognition script implemented within the Unity project.
The confguration app was implemented as a native iOS application using the Cocoa Touch framework. For the animated light
patterns, which can be developed within our app, we used the
JavaScriptCore framework, which allows to evaluate JavaScript
programs within iOS apps10 . Outsourcing the development and
generation of the light patterns into the confguration app, has the
advantage that there is no need to recompile the Unity application
or reprogram the embedded hardware platform of the physical car
prototype when new light patterns are being created.
Additional to the network communication across the three simulation tablets, which comes out of the box through the Photon
framework, our toolkit components require two additional network
sockets: First, we used a TCP connection to communicate the position change of the physical car prototype to the confguration app.
Second, to stream the light patterns in real-time from the confguration app to the low-res interface of the physical and simulated
vehicle, we used DMX streams wrapped in an UDP package.

accessed August 2020

4 https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/urban/city-package-

107224, accessed August 2020
5 https://www.rhino3d.com/, accessed August 2020
6 https://ultimaker.com/de/3d-printers/ultimaker-3, accessed August 2020
7 https://cdn-shop.adafruit.com/datasheets/WS2812B.pdf, accessed August 2020

8 https://www.makerstore.com.au/product/elec-wemos-d1/,

accessed August 2020

9 https://www.ebay.com.au/itm/10x-Mini-Capacitive-Stylus-Touch-Screen-Pen-For-

Mobile-Phone-Tablet-iPad-iPhone-/201543592745, accessed August 2020
accessed August 2020

10 https://developer.apple.com/documentation/javascriptcore,
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STUDY DESIGN

5.1

Research Questions

The following research questions informed the design of the study
aspects reported in this paper: 1) What is the value of combining
tangible objects and multiple displays for evaluating AV-pedestrian
interface design proposals with multiple stakeholders? 2) To what
extent are participants able to quickly learn and use the toolkit?
What are potential barriers?

5.2

Figure 4: Participants interacting with the tangible multidisplay representation (left), and the single-display simulation (right) in a collaborative design exploration session.
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Tangible
Multi-Display
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(contextual
understanding, collaboration)
•SUS

Single-Display
Simulation
remaining
environment

Figure 5: Study procedure and data collection.

Setup and Materials

The study was designed as a repeated measures experiment with
the prototyping environment as independent variable: The study
condition comprised the tangible multi-display toolkit, including
the frst-person view tablet, top-view tablet with tangibles, and
the confguration app (see Fig. 4, left). As a baseline condition, we
used the frst-person view tablet and the confguration app (right).
We designed two diferent environments, a shared urban space
and a street environment, and created four scenarios for each (see
scenarios for shared environment in Fig. 3). While the scenarios in
each environment were similar, we slightly changed their order of
appearance and designed diferent light patterns for the diferent
environments. We used these two environments as we expected
that people would have diferent expectations for how an AV would
behave in a shared versus a road environment. Having two diferent
environment further allowed us to compare the two conditions
using a within-subject study design setup, where each participant
experienced both conditions.
Each session involved a pair of expert study participants. The
tasks for the participants were to guess the scenarios based on the
presented simulation and light patterns, to interpret the meaning
of the light patterns, and to provide feedback on the design of the
light patterns. Participants were encouraged to make changes to
the colour schemes via the confguration app as part of their design
exploration. At the end of each session, participants were asked to
select their preferred set of light patterns across all four scenarios.
To facilitate the process of providing feedback and generating design ideas that went beyond the restrictions of the implemented
AV-interface, participants were given a design template (A2 portrait
format) in each condition. The design template contained the light
patterns presented in the confguration app and included several
columns for participants to cluster sticky notes. All sessions were
video and audio recorded with a GoPro camera.

A

collecting
survey data

semi-structured
interviews

We used the toolkit to inform the design of the low-res display attached to our real AV. At the same time, given the novel prototyping
approach that we implemented, we were interested in understanding the value of using tangible objects and multiple displays. Both
these objectives therefore became the driving forces for designing
our study. As the emphasis of this paper is on the toolkit (rather
than on the low-res display design), in this section we focus on
those aspects of the study design that were relevant to the toolkit
and its use during collaborative design exploration sessions. Below
we describe the research questions, the study setup and materials,
the participants and procedure, and the data analysis process.

Demographics

5
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5.3

Participants and Procedure

We conducted fourteen design exploration sessions in total (seven
for each condition), with two participants per session. Therefore, we
recruited fourteen participants (seven female) of various academic
and professional backgrounds, covering diferent expertise that is
considered relevant for the design of urban technologies [30, 45].
Participants’ professions included two architects, one post-graduate
architectural science student, one PhD researchers in architecture,
two interaction designers, three PhD researchers in HCI, two PhD
researchers in psychology, one software developer, one urbanist
and one civil engineer working in transport planning. Each pair of
participants was presented with both conditions and environments.
Each pair was assigned one of the two conditions to start with;
conditions and environments were pseudo-randomised to counterbalance for biasing efects of the prototyping representation and
potential interaction efect of the presented environment.
After giving informed consent, we started with a short introduction about shared autonomous mobility and AV-pedestrian interfaces. We then presented the main functionalities of the respective
toolkit representation and introduced the tasks. After participants
completed the tasks with their frst assigned condition, we changed
the toolkit condition and environment. After each condition, participants flled out a questionnaire on a fve-point Likert scale with
statements regarding collaboration and contextual understanding,
and the System Usability Scale (SUS) [3]. Each condition took approximately 35 minutes to complete. At the end of the second
condition, we conducted a 10-minute interview with participants
to discuss the toolkit. See Figure 5 for study procedure and data
collection.
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Data Analysis

For the purpose of this paper, we reviewed the transcripts from the
exploratory design sessions, looking for data points (quotes) that
related to one of our research questions. We then clustered the data
points around the areas discussed in the following section. To get
further insight on how our participants interacted with the toolkit
and with each other, we reviewed the relevant video segments
linked to the identifed quotes.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the fndings from the comparative evaluation of the toolkit and address the research questions outlined in
the previous section. The section is structured to frst discuss the
fndings related to the collaborative design exploration process, followed by a refection on the usability of the toolkit and a discussion
of the toolkit design.

Collaborative Design Exploration process

6.1.1 Supporting participants’ understanding of the context. Previous research has highlighted the importance of context-based
methods for prototyping and evaluating interactions with AVs [12],
in particular since people still are not yet able to build on personal
experiences with these kinds of technologies [37]. While both representations received a positive response to support understanding
the context for which the light patterns were designed for, there
was a preference towards the tangible multi-display representation
(median=5.0, mode=5.0, see Fig. 6: Q1) over the single display representation (median=4.0, mode=4.0).11 One participant (P3) stated
that interacting with the tangible multi-display representation and
being able to change the position “better refected a real-life experience as a pedestrian, in which [she] would also move around”. Seeing
the top-view perspective and ego-perspective simultaneously “gave
a more holistic picture” (P9) of the situation. Another participant
(P10) referred to the top-view perspective and mentioned that it was
helpful “to see spatially where the scenarios took place on the map”.
Further, being able to “change positions and perspectives” helped to
11 We
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report the median and mode values here as they are a useful indicator for
descriptive quantitative analysis that aims to indicate a tendency rather than signifcant
efects.

quickly re-asses the AV-pedestrian interface from various pedestrian point of views (P10), which was considered as “helpful to
understand limitations of the design” (P5), for example, in terms of
the positioning of the lights on the vehicle. We also observed that
participants would often jump between various scenarios, in order
to see if their current selection of a light pattern would be consistent
with patterns that they would have selected for previous scenarios.
Having the ability to directly control the simulation through the
tangible objects facilitated this rapid exploration and comparison
by moving back and forth between diferent scenarios. In terms of a
more holistic consolidation of contextual aspects, participants also
stated that for quickly evaluating the efcacy of the AV-pedestrian
interface in various situations, it would have been helpful being
able to simulate various trafc conditions (e.g. low vs. high) and
lighting conditions (e.g. daylight vs. low light).
6.1.2 Facilitating communication between participants. Besides evaluation and testing, an important purpose of prototypes is to facilitate communication between various stakeholders [26]. Both of
the prototype representations used in the two toolkit conditions
received a positive response in terms of the facilitation of communication, with a slightly higher rating for the multi-display toolkit
(median=5.0, mode=5.0, see Fig. 6: Q2) over the single-display simulation (median=4.5, mode=5.0). In retrospect, participants stated
that the tangible multi-display toolkit was more engaging, with the
embodied and interactive representation “facilitat[ing] conversations” and “making it easier to describe things” (P3). The higher level
of engagement was also supported through the multiple interactive
means of the tangible multi-display representation: While in the
single-display setup, mostly one person was taking responsibility
to confgure the light patterns and select the scenarios, in the multidisplay setup we observed collective interactions on the top-view
tablets. Besides the toolkit itself the printed design template was
also considered as important to keep up the communication fow
and to have a workspace to share ideas through adding sticky notes:
“Everyone was able to see the [design template] whereas only one of
us could see what was on the iPad [confguration app]” (P6).
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6.2

Usability of the Toolkit

To successfully involve stakeholders of various backgrounds in the
design process of cyber-physical systems, it is important that the
methods and tools for engaging people, who are not familiar with
prototyping techniques, are easy to understand and use. Hence,
we evaluated the usability of the toolkit itself as this could have
a potential efect on participants’ ability to successfully use the
toolkit as part of a collaborative design exploration process. To
investigate the usability of the toolkit, we included two questions
from the SUS questionnaire [3] in the post-study questionnaire (Fig.
7). We further looked for post-study interview quotes that included
references to the usability of the toolkit itself – both for the baseline
and the study condition.
Interview quotes and responses from the questionnaire indicated
that after an initial phase of exploring the setups used in both conditions, participants felt comfortable interacting with the tools used
in each of the conditions. While the tangible multi-display toolkit
required slightly more investment to explore all its components,
participants’ responses also indicated a faster learning curve here
(see Fig. 7). Participants stated that “it took a little bit longer to set up
[the tangible multi-display toolkit] and understand [the components]”
(P6). However, after “feeling a bit overwhelmed at the beginning” it
was considered as “more engaging” (P8). Participants also stated
that they “liked the [ability] of adjusting the colours” (P13), but that
they would have wished more tools to make adjustments to the
AV-pedestrian interface, for example, allowing for “changing the
[animation patterns] of the lights” (P5).

6.3

Lessons Learnt: Toolkit Design

Below we refect on lessons learnt in terms of the design of the
tangible multi-display toolkit. We hope that these lessons are able to
ofer guidance for others adopting a similar approach for engaging
multiple stakeholders in early collaborative design exploration of
AV-pedestrian interfaces and other cyber-physical systems.
6.3.1 Multi-Perspective Prototyping. We found that providing participants multiple perspectives of the prototype representation
helped them obtain a more holistic understanding of the context.
The tangible objects for interacting with the simulated environment thereby reinforced the connection between the two simulated
perspectives and even simulated a sense of immersion. One participant (P5) drew similarities to the sense of “embodiment in virtual
reality environments”, stating that “[she] felt like standing in the
scene, which was reinforced “[through] the scene moving with [her]”
by interacting with the tangibles. Simulating a sense of immersion through multi-perspective prototyping provides benefts in
the context of collaborative design explorations: thus, compared to
immersive VR simulations, multiple participants can experience the
prototype simultaneously, talking through design concepts without
feeling disconnect from each other [38], and incorporate physical
materials (e.g. post-it notes) in ideation tasks [20].
We were able to achieve this sense of immersion and holistic
understanding of the context through relative simple means embodied in our toolkit: 1) Displaying two perspectives of the simulated
environment on multiple displays; 2) using separate screens, instead of for example showing a split-view representation on one
screen, enabling us to prototype a pseudo three-dimensional setup
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by orienting the displays in diferent directions (horizontal and
vertical); and 3) using the Photon framework in Unity, which ofers
out-of-the box synchronisation across multiple instances of the
application − this could also be useful for a wide range of other
prototyping contexts, such as simulating in-vehicle experiences
and those outside of the car simultaneously.
6.3.2 Mixed Material Prototyping. Using a mixed material prototyping environment, has demonstrated that it can provide value
to cover various aspects of the envisioned AV-pedestrian interface,
including its aesthetic appearance and interplay with the larger
system and environment. Our participants stated that “the light
design was clearer to perceive on the model” (P6), rather than “just
seeing it on the iPad” (P10). On the other hand, they mentioned the
importance to “assess the light signals together with the movement of
the vehicle and the surrounding environment” (P10), which was represented in the simulation. Revisiting video recordings of the design
sessions confrmed that participants used both the low-res interface
on the physical model and the 3D-modelled low-res display in the
simulation to assess the light patterns.
To enable efcient mixed reality prototyping, we recommend
our approach of outsourcing the main interface components under
investigation. Generating the light patterns on the confguration
app enabled us to quickly develop new light patterns without making any changes to the Unity application and the code running on
the Arduino board. However, separating interface elements from
simulated system and environment, can also lead to issues in terms
of synchronisation. For example, participants stated that for some
scenarios, the dynamic light patterns and simulation of the system
(e.g. motion of the vehicle) were of set, which needs to be improved
through implementing additional synchronisation routines. Further,
participants stated in regards to the looping of the dynamic light
patterns, it would be helpful to add a delay at the beginning to
better reinforce the sequential order of the animations.
6.3.3 Augmented Scale Scenario Prototyping. Previous work on
exploratory interaction design techniques for human vehicle interaction has reported on the successful employment of scale scenario
prototyping in their design process [35]. In our approach, we augmented scale scenario prototyping through additional digital elements, such as the light patterns and simulated scenes. While still
retaining the tangible character of scale scenarios, our approach
allows for dynamic aspects of the interface itself (e.g. moving light
patterns) to be simulated, while also catering for the dynamic and
complex situations that can occur in urban environments, in which
robots and AVs will operate in (e.g. pedestrian walking in front of
the vehicle). While the current version of our toolkit is comprised
of only two tangible objects, it would be possible to extend the
palette to allow for a more interactive simulation of dynamic situations, such as simulating interactions between an AV and multiple
pedestrians or bicyclists.
Although the scale scenario approach within our prototyping
environment has contributed towards sense-making of the design
context at large, there are also potential pitfalls that need to be considered: for example, two of our workshop participants in the beginning considered the small-scale car prototype as a self-contained
and integral artefact itself. Based on their mental model of how such
artefacts should behave, they assumed that the light patterns on the
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vehicle would indicate a low-battery level of the artefact itself rather
than drawing a connection to AV-interfaces. This hints towards
the need for careful consideration of how to abstract envisioned
systems through prototypes, and also shows that prototypical representations convey additional underlying meaning.

7

CONCLUSION

The advent of cyber-physical systems and their expected deployment in real-world urban environments, brings a range of new
challenges into the domain of interaction design, such as, how to
design interactions between people and AVs as an example of a
technology that will likely become available in the near future yet
designers and prospective users are not able to draw on their own
experiences of using these technologies. To support the early exploration of such systems and their user interfaces, we presented a
novel approach using a tangible multi-display toolkit. Our approach
lowers the barrier to involve a wide range of stakeholders and to
engage them collaboratively in the evaluation of interface design
proposals. In response to the observation that HCI toolkits face
challenges with their adoption by others [24], we used the paper to
foreground the value of our toolkit as an approach. In other words,
in addition to describing how we implemented the toolkit, we reported on the design and usage of the various toolkit components,
thus enabling replication and adoption by others. We therefore
hope that our approach is more broadly applicable to prototype
and evaluate context-based interfaces, such as for urban robots or
smart environments.
The value of the toolkit as an approach is illustrated through
our fndings from a comparative evaluation of the toolkit in design
sessions with experts. During these sessions, pairs of experts evaluated diferent interface design solutions. Data collected during
the sessions and from subsequent questionnaires and interviews,
indicate that our approach supported participants in developing a
more holistic understanding of the design context and facilitated
communication between participants. Based on our fndings, we
suggest that a combination of tangible objects and multiple displays
ofers efective means for evaluating early interface design concepts.
As such, the toolkit approach outlined in this paper flls a gap as it
is able to create an immersive experience by simulating multiple
perspectives and allowing participants to directly control the displayed perspectives and scenarios. This meets similar objectives
that have been attributed to using virtual reality setups for evaluating AV-pedestrian interfaces, while at the same time allowing
multiple participants to collaboratively evaluate and discuss the
concepts.
Our fndings also highlight avenues for future work, such as the
development of additional support tools that allow participants to
co-create potential solutions. Our study was limited in this regard,
as our aim was to evaluate a series of interface design proposals.
While the toolkit allowed participants to adapt certain aspects, such
as the colour used in the low-res lighting display, our aim was not
to enable a truly participatory design process.
The paper contributes to the growing body of work across HCI,
human-machine interaction and interaction design that focuses on
approaches for prototyping and evaluating cyber-physical systems.
These approaches are critical to advance these types of systems not
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just from a technical perspective but, importantly, from a humancentred perspective. Beyond considering the end user, these systems
rely heavily on the input from multiple stakeholders with expertise
in diferent areas to cover not only the complexity of the interfaces
themselves but also the complexity of the urban environment in
which they are being deployed. In the words of one of our participants, toolkits like the one presented in this paper enable designers
and expert stakeholders to collaboratively “imagine this world” that
has yet to be built.
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